Dispersion movements in ants: spatial structuring and density-dependent effects.
This paper examines whether the characteristics of individual dispersion movements in ants are changed when workers are moving solitarily or in a group. We analyzed the trajectories of workers of the species Messor sancta moving solitarily or in groups of different size (5, 10, 15 individuals), tested for density-dependent effects on their trajectory characteristics and investigated through resampling techniques whether ants are able to spatially structure their movements through direct (e.g. contact) or indirect (pheromone deposited on the ground) interactions. In addition to group size, the effects of the nutritional state of the colony and of the state of the area on which ants were dispersing were also examined. Solitary ants moved faster and had more sinuous trajectories than ants moving in a group. We found however no significant differences in trajectory characteristics between groups of different size. Whatever the group size, ants from starved colonies moved more slowly and had more direct trajectories than their counterpart coming from fed colonies. On the other hand, the state of the area on which ants were moving had no direct significant effect on dispersion movement. Ants dispersing in a group moved independently and did not coordinate their movements through direct or indirect interactions. However, the geometry of their path was changed not only through the effect of random encounters with other workers but also through an active modification of their movement when they perceived directly or indirectly the presence of nearby workers.